ARC AND GROUNDS REPORT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
Entry doors: Several residents have expressed a desire for an entry door with some glass panels.
The committee will meet soon to look at door styles that would fit with the architecture and look of
the community.
It is still necessary to submit a Request to Modify if you want to install a new entry door. The
current approved door styles and colors can be found on our website.
It is also necessary to submit a Request to Modify if you are installing replacement windows or
sliders. There have been some problems that have reminded everyone that there is no such thing as a
routine replacement of our windows. Sliders are especially important. In some instances a slider
that has leaked for any period of time will have weakened the band board and sill plates that support
the slider. The repair would be the responsibility of the association. If a slider should be installed
over a weakened support beam, it is the responsibility of that installer to remove the slider so that our
maintenance crew can make the appropriate repairs.
Another thing that came up recently concerns the type of windows we have here. They are Oriel
style windows. The exterior trim must be bronze. Always confirm with your vendor how the
windows will be finished on the exterior. No wood trim can be left unstained. Windows can be
purchased with extended trim in the same material also. We have approved some new vendors this
year, so shop around.
We are also the Grounds committee. We will soon be walking the community and developing a plan
for tree replacement. As large trees are removed, some spaces look bare. One of the most appealing
features of Pickawillany is our beautiful trees. Our committee will do some research on replacement
trees and shrubs. We will present a plan to the Board for their consideration.
The entrance planting area should be completed in the next week or so. Mid Ohio is changing the
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I took over Turtle Talk and the Communications Committee in 2011 from the great Kathy Murray.
Yes, a bit intimidating. No chance of imitating that legend so I simply forged ahead knowing that
Kathy had my back. I established with the board that Turtle Talk would be published every other
month and advertisers be added. Turtle Talk and the Website are small expenses to our
Association budget as the advertising does cover quite a bit of the expenses. In 2018 we took in
$348 in advertising with $339.20 deducted for printing and $141.03 deducted for the website net money required from the association was only $123.43.
We need volunteers for helping to write or suggesting articles. Our community would appreciate
some younger people contributing so we can stay modern. We need suggestions from all of the
community so we keep the news appropriate to our community. There is always a note on the
final page of TT reflecting my email address so you can get in touch with me bjund02@gmail.com. Don't hesitate to give us information.

